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Introduction

Addition. Scrapbooks, minute books, newsletters, correspondence, photographs, by-laws, membership lists, and miscellany.

Box List

Box 1

Board Correspondence, 1986-1987
By-Laws
Correspondence, 1985-1986
Correspondence—Ashcroft
Correspondence—Derendinger, Elaine, 1985-1986
Correspondence—Director's
Correspondence—Hanson, Sharon, 1985-1986
Correspondence—McCall, Edith, 1985-1986
DuNard, Dorothy, 1986-1987
Historian
Judges, MWG
May, Linda, 1986-1987
McCall, Edith, 1986-1987
Missouri Arts Council
Missouri Women Writers: The First Anthology, edited by Sharon Hanson
MWG Book Exhibit sales, 1986
MWG Spring meeting, 1985-1986
MWG/MCH Report, 1986 conference
MWG—President's portfolio
Newsletters, 1980s
Nominating Committee, 1986
Photographs
Presidential correspondence
Presidential duties
Presidential papers—Questionnaire and answers, 1985-1986
Presidential papers—Waters, Hank, 1985-1986
Résumés—Guild members
St. Louis Writers Guild News
Tax exempt status

Box 2

Archives
Barnett, Hayward
Correspondence, 1976-1977
ACCESSION CA2692
MISSOURI WRITERS’ GUILD, RECORDS

Correspondence—presidential, 1982-1983
Expenditures, 1970s
MWG—Membership
MWG—minutes, 1978-1979
New Chapters, 1978-1979
Newsletters, 1970s
Photographs
Promotion—Guild, 1978-1979

OVERSIZE (Location: G7)

Scrapbooks
  v. 1  Missouri Writers' Guild, Jefferson City chapter, 1934-1936
  v. 2  Missouri Writers' Guild, Jefferson City chapter, 1940-1943
  v. 3  Missouri Writers' Guild, Jefferson City chapter, 1964-1971